COVID-19 UPDATE: RTAC
14 Day Quarantine is NOT required IF:
- You are 14 days post completion of final DoD approved COVID-19 vaccination prior to RANGER SCHOOL
ATRRS report date.
- Only authorized documentation to be shown upon arrival: COVID-19 vaccination card or a copy
of electronic immunization record.
- You have fully recovered from a laboratory confirmed diagnosis of COVID-19 infection within 90 days
of RANGER SCHOOL ATRRS report date (Soldier must be fully recovered from illness with confirmed
diagnosis a minimum of 14 days prior to RTAC ATRRS report date).
- Only authorized documentation to be shown upon arrival (one of the following): Clearance
letter/memorandum from a healthcare provider or public health official; Laboratory record of positive
COVID-19 infection; DA Form 3349 annotating date of positive test result, signed by appropriate medical
authority.
** Students will report to RTAC on the ATRRS report date IF one of the above qualifications apply.
14 Day Quarantine IS required if Soldiers do not meet at least one of the aforementioned criteria.
- Students will quarantine at their current duty station for 14 days and travel to Ft Benning via sterile
transportation.
- Student's current unit submits a memorandum to United States Army Infantry School (USAIS)
Commandant for approval to attend RTAC and Ranger stating quarantine procedures and sterile
transportation to FBGA. The memo must be signed by an O7 and submitted to the USAIS Commandant
for review and approval. These must be submitted 14 days prior to the RTAC ATRRS report date. Both
sending unit O7 memo and USAIS Commandant concurrence memo must be provided to RTAC cadre on
the ATRRS listed report date. Submit all waivers to: usarmy.benning.mcoe.mbx.usais-trainingwaivers@mail.mil
- Quarantine is defined as a 14 day period in a barracks or barracks-like environment with minimal
outside contact to ensure no spread of viral vectors to individuals in quarantine.
- Sterile Transportation is defined as government transportation with no exposure to outside threats
during the trip. It does not include commercial air, rail, bus, taxi, or POV travel. Units are responsible to
consolidate students and procure sterile government transportation from origin to Fort Benning,
GA.
- Individuals that fail to meet the requirements as outlined above will not gain entry to the course and
will be returned to their point of origin.
///BREAK///
If you ARE local to Fort Benning (you are stationed here), you must do the following:
1. You may quarantine at your unit for 14 days prior to course report and must arrive on in-processing
day with a memorandum signed by an O5 outlining your quarantine and sterile transportation to Camp
Butler.
2. Quarantine is defined as a 14 day period in a barracks or barracks like environment with minimal
outside contact to ensure no spread or viral vectors to individuals in quarantine.

3. Sterile Transportation is defined as government transportation with no exposure to outside threats
during the trip. It does not include commercial air, rail, bus, taxi, or POV travel. Units are responsible to
consolidate students and procure sterile government transportation from origin to Camp Butler.

